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Abstract

Emerging Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMIs) for diagnostic and recovery of neural vital functions are promising alternative to study neural activities underlying cognitive functions and pathologies. This tutorial covers the architecture of typical BMI intended for wireless neurorecording and neurostimulation. Massively parallel multichannel spike recording through large arrays of microelectrodes will be introduced. Then the main building blocks used to implement such typical devices will be described. In particular, bioamplifiers dedicated for very-low amplitude signal acquisition and for stimulation drivers of high-impedance loads. Attention will be paid to integrated biopotential neural bioamplifiers. Then, interference reduction, as well as low-power design optimization will be discussed. Biosensors intended to convert chemical signals to electrical ones could allow real-time measurement of pH, oxygen, nitric oxide concentrations, and Lab-on-chip technologies. Some other biosensors are being developed to allow helping to learn about the progression of diseases such as tumours. Also, the tutorial includes wireless power and data links to the implants. It encloses electromagnetic inductive links. Power sources and energy transfer based-on transcutaneous RF inductive powering. Power management and efficiency, data recovery, up- and downlink data transmissions, various modulation and demodulation circuitries. Tests and validation of devices : electrical, mechanical, package, heat, reliability will be summarized. Case studies will be covered and include research activities dedicated to vision recovery. First, we present the recording strategy used to understand the mechanism of vision, then the implant used to apply direct electrical microstimulation, to present the environment as phosphenes in the visual field of the blind, will be shown. As another case study, we will summarize latest activities on locating the seizure foci using multimodal fNIRS/EEG processing. Then, for refractory cases to surgery and medications, we will show the onset detecting seizure and techniques to stop it, using bioelectronic implant.
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